“Cyber threat is one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we face as a nation”
- President Barack Obama
May 29, 2009

Cybersecurity Education Workshop

Click here to register
On August 11 & 12, The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in conjunction with agency Track Leads, will host a two-day workshop:

Shaping the Future of Cybersecurity Education

This interactive and informative working session will address the President’s Initiative on Cybersecurity with key presentations from: NIST, DHS, DoED, OSTP, OPM, ODNI, DoD, and more.

Click here to view a draft Agenda

Track 1: National Cybersecurity Awareness – Lead by DHS

Track 2: Formal Cybersecurity Education - Lead by DoED and OSTP

Track 3: Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Structure – Lead by OPM

Track 4: Cybersecurity Workforce Training and Professional Development - Lead by DoD, ODNI, and DHS

For more information, please visit www.nist.gov/nice